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In this paper we demonstrate an oracle relative to which there are
one-way functions but every paddable 1-li-degree collapses to an
isomorphism type, thus yielding a relativized failure of the Joseph
Young Conjecture [JY85]. We then use this result to construct an
oracle relative to which the Isomorphism Conjecture is true but one-
way functions exist, which answers an open question of Fenner,
Fortnow, and Kurtz [FFK96]. Thus, there are now relativizations
realizing every one of the four possible states of affairs between the
Isomorphism Conjecture and the existence of one-way functions.
] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Berman and Hartmanis [BH76, BH77] were the first to
consider the connection between isomorphisms and the
NP-complete languages. They began by proving two
theorems:
Theorem A. If two languages A and B are equivalent
by polynomial-time reductions that are one-to-one, length-
increasing, and polynomial-time invertible then A and B are
polynomial-time isomorphic. (The proof is a polynomial-time
version of the CantorBernstein proof in set theory.)
Theorem B. If two languages A and B are equivalent by
polynomial-time reductions that are many-to-one and if they
are both paddable then A and B are equivalent by polyno-
mial-time reductions that are one-to-one, length-increasing,
and polynomial-time invertible.
When they surveyed the NP-complete languages known
at the time, they discovered that each was indeed paddable.
Let SAT denote the NP-complete language SATISFI-
ABILITY ([GJ79]). This led them to pose:
The Isomorphism Conjecture (IC) [BH76, BH77].
Every NP-complete language is isomorphic to SAT.
This conjecture has been neither proven nor refuted and,
because there are oracles relative to which it fails [Kur83,
KMR89, HH91] and oracles relative to which it holds
[FFK96], doing so will probably require new proof
techniques.
In the meantime, we can try to demonstrate relationships
between the IC and other complexity-theoretic proposi-
tions. A noted candidate advanced by Joseph and Young
[JY85] is the proposition that one-way functions exist.
These are one-to-one, honest, polynomial-time computable
functions whose inverses cannot be computed in polyno-
mial-time. Many complexity theorists believe that their
existence may imply that the IC is false.
One reason for this belief comes from Theorem A, which
says that if two languages A and B are equivalent by one-to-
one, length-increasing, and polynomial-time invertible
reductions (1-li-inv reductions) then they are isomorphic.
A brief explanation of the proof will demonstrate that poly-
nomial-time invertibility is essential for the isomorphisms
constructed here.
Let f reduce A to B and let g reduce B to A. Let x be a
string in A that is not in the range of g. The chain rooted at
x is the set of strings generated by alternately applying f
and g, that is, the strings [x, f (x), g b f (x), f b g b f (x), ...].
A similar definition holds for chains rooted at a string in B.
Because the reductions are one-to-one, every string is in
exactly one chain. Because they are length-increasing, a
string of length n has at most n&1 predecessors in its chain.
Because the reductions are polynomial-time invertible, we
can compute each of these predecessors and determine
which side the string’s chain is rooted on. If an string x is
in A and its chain is rooted on the A side, the isomorphism
will match it with f (x). If its chain is rooted on the B
side, the isomorphism will match it with the string y # B
for which g( y)=x. A similar matching works for strings
in B.
Another reason comes from Ko, Long, and Du. In
[KLD86], they demonstrated that if one-way functions
exist, there are pairs of languages in exponential time that
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are equivalent under one-to-one, length-increasing reduc-
tions and that fail to be polynomial-time isomorphic.
Could non-invertibility affect the structure of the NP-
complete languages? What is the relationship (if any)
between the IC and the existence of one-way functions? The
many-one degree, or m-degree, of SAT consists exactly of
the NP-complete languages. If the IC is true, these
languages are all isomorphic and we say that the m-degree
collapses. So we rephrase the Conjecture as:
The Isomorphism Conjecture (IC). The many-one
degree of SAT collapses.
Stated this way, natural variants of the IC come to mind.
For example, one might consider one-to-one, length-
increasing reductions (1-li-reductions) and pose:
The Isomorphism Conjecture for the 1-li-Degree (IC1-li).
The 1-li-degree of SAT collapses.
The question of whether the 1-li-degree of SAT collapses
was first treated in depth by Joseph and Young [JY85].
They defined the k-creative languages K kf , where k is an
integer not less than 1 and f is a length-increasing, polyno-
mial-time function. Every one of these languages is NP-
complete, but, if f is one-way, it is open whether every K kf is
paddable. They posed:
The JosephYoung Conjecture (JYC). There is a one-
way and length-increasing function f such that, for some
k, K kf is not paddable.
Isomorphisms preserve paddability so SAT, which is pad-
dable, and K kf would be 1-li-equivalent but not isomorphic.
This led Selman [Sel92] to observe that the JYC implies a
simpler conjecture:
The Encrypted Complete Set Conjecture (ECSC). There
is a one-way function f such that SAT and f (SAT) are not
polynomial-time isomorphic.
As with the IC, these conjectures have been neither
proven nor refuted. We do know that the following chain of
implications holds:
JYC O ECSC O cIC1-li O cIC.
Unfortunately, we do not know whether any one-way
functions exist and, because there are oracles relative to
which they do exist and oracles relative to which they do not
[Rac82, GG86], establishing this will probably be very
difficult.
One approach is to construct relativized universes in
which one-way functions of some sort do or do not exist and
the IC does or does not hold. Previous work has yielded
oracles relative to which three of the four possible states of
affairs have been realized.
In the first of these results, Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer
[KMR89] showed that if one-way functions called
scrambling functions exist then the IC fails. A scrambling
function is a one-way function whose image is not paddable.
They then showed that, relative to a random oracle R,
scrambling functions exist. Indeed, they showed that an
annihilating function exists, which is a one-way function
having the property that every polynomial-time decidable
subset of its image is sparse, which implies that the image
is not paddable. Because length-increasing annihilating
functions also exist relative to R, the IC1-li fails as
well.
It is also possible for the IC to fail without one-way func-
tions. Hartmanis and Hemachandra [HH91] demonstrated
an oracle A relative to which there are no one-way functions
but the IC still fails because the m-degree of SATA does not
collapse to a 1-degree. However, relative to A, the IC1-li does
hold.
The discovery of an oracle relative to which the IC is true
eluded researchers for quite a while. Finally, Fenner,
Fortnow, and Kurtz [FFK96] proved that, relative to a
symmetric perfect generic oracle A, the IC holds. They did
this by showing that, relative to A, the m-degree of SATA
collapses to a 1-li-degree and one-way functions do not
exist; hence the 1-li-degree collapses to an isomorphism
type.
In this paper, we demonstrate an oracle C relative to
which there are one-way functions but every paddable 1-li-
degree collapses. Thus, relative to C, one-way functions
exist but the JosephYoung Conjecture fails: All of the
k-creative languages K fk are isomorphic to SAT
C.
We then combine this result with a modified version of
the proof of Fenner, Fortnow, and Kurtz to derive an oracle
relative to which the IC holds but one-way functions exist.
This answers an open question posed by them in [FFK96]
and completes the line of research whose history is sketched
above. Collectively, these results show that any proof of a
relationship between the IC and the existence of one-way
functions cannot be relativizable. As most complexity
theory proofs relativize, it seems we will need new techni-
ques to attack this problem.
2. DEFINITIONS
2.1. Mathematical Preliminaries
Let | denote the natural numbers. For a set S, &S&
denotes its cardinality. Let 7=[0, 1] and let 7* denote the
set of all strings of finite length over 7. Let = denote the
empty string. A language L is a subset of 7*. We will some-
times identify a language with its characteristic function.
The complement of a language L is denoted by L . For
x # 7*, |x| denotes the length of x. 7n denotes the set of all
strings of length n.
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For two languages A and B, AB denotes the marked
join of A and B, that is, the language [x0: x # A] _
[x1: x # B]. A language S is sparse if there is a polynomial
p such that &S & 7n&p(n) for all n, that is, the language
contains at most a polynomial number of strings at every
length. SAT denotes the NP-complete language SATISFI-
ABILITY ([GJ79]).
Our model of computation is the oracle Turing machine.
We work with both deterministic and nondeterministic
machines that, unless otherwise stated, are polynomial-time
bounded. All of the oracles we use are languages. We will
say that a computation finds a string x in an oracle X if it
queries the string and x # X. For every oracle X, each
machine M either accepts a language or it computes a
function.
If MX accepts a language, we denote it as L(MX). We will
often refer to one particular relativized language: SATX.
This is SATISFIABILITY with the addition of a predicate
for membership in the oracle X.
For a function f, Mf denotes a machine computing it.
MXf (x) will either denote the computation of Mf with oracle
X on input x or it will denote the output of that computa-
tion; which is meant will be clear from context. When
explicitly mentioning the machine is not important, we will
use the notation f X (x) instead of the notation M Xf (x). (See
Hopcroft and Ullman [HU79] for definitions.)
We will work with a variety of relativized complexity
classes. For example, PX denotes the class of languages
accepted by polynomial-time deterministic oracle machines
using X as the oracle.
A function f : 7*  7* is in the complexity class FPX if it
is computed by a deterministic machine with oracle X. It is:
1. honest (h) if there is a polynomial p such that
p( | f (x)| )>|x|; intuitively, honest functions do not map a
long input string to a short output string;
2. length-increasing (li) if, for all x, | f (x)|>|x|; note
that length-increasing functions are by definition honest;
3. invertible (inv) if there is a g # FPX such that, for all
x, g( f (x))=x;
4. an isomorphism if it is one-to-one, onto, and
invertible;
5. one-way if it is one-to-one, honest, and not invertible.
Grollmann and Selman [GS88] showed that one-way func-
tions exist if and only if P{UP.
A language A is (polynomial-time) reducible to a
language B if there is a function f such that for all
x, x # A  f (x) # B. We denote this f : AB. We consider
reductions that are many-to-one (m), one-to-one (1),
one-to-one and length-increasing (1&li), one-to-one,
length-increasing, at invertible (1&li-inv), and isomor-
phisms (one-to-one, onto, and invertible).
Each type of reducibility we consider induces an equiv-
alence relation whose equivalence classes are called degrees.
For example, we will consider the m-degree and the 1-li-
degree of SAT. A degree collapses if every pair of languages
in it is isomorphic. For example, Berman and Hartmanis
[BH77] showed that every 1-li-inv-degree collapses.
A language A is paddable if there exists a padding function
p # FP from 7*_7* to 7* that is one-to-one, length-
increasing, polynomial-time invertible in both arguments
(that is, if p(x, y)=z, we can, in polynomial time, recover
the values x and y given z) and such that, for all x and
y, x # A  p(x, y) # A. A degree is paddable if it contains a
paddable language.
2.2. Generic Oracles
In trying to show that there is an oracle relative to which
a particular proposition P holds, we often begin by defining
an infinite set of requirements, which are statements about
relativized computations. An oracle X satisfies (or forces) a
requirement if the statement of the requirement is true when
the computations are performed relative to X. We define
the requirements so that, if each is satisfied, the proposi-
tion P is true. For example, to make PX{NPX, we begin
by specifying a way to enumerate all polynomial-time
bounded, deterministic oracle Turing machines: [Mi]i # | .
We then define a nondeterministic machine N and an
infinite set of requirements R=[Ri]i # | , where Ri is the
statement: ‘‘L(M Xi ){L(N
X).’’ If we construct an oracle X
satisfying every Ri then PX{NPX.
Defining the requirements is often quite straightforward.
The difficulties usually arise when trying to construct the
oracle. We avoid some of the difficulties by only employing
generic oracles.
A condition is a partial function from 7* to [0, 1]. A con-
dition _ extends another condition { if, for all x # dom({),
_(x)={(x). Two conditions _ and { are compatible if, for all
x # dom(_) & dom({), _(x)={(x). They conflict otherwise.
We will always assume that if a condition is defined on any
string of some length then it is defined on all strings of that
length.
At times, a computation needs to know what strings are
in the domain of a condition _. For this we define the total
function:
_ (x, i)={10
if x # dom({) and _(x)=i,
otherwise
.
A condition _ satisfies a requirement if the oracle _
satisfies it.
A set of conditions S is dense if, for every condition {,
there is a condition _ # S that extends {. It is definable if the
set [_ : _ # S] belongs to 6 11 (see [Rog87]).
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We are mainly concerned with classes of restricted condi-
tions. For example, the class of Cohen conditions are those
whose domain is finite. We will primarily rely on two such
classes: UP-conditions and sp-conditions.
Like a Cohen condition, a UP-condition has a finite
domain. It is more restrictive in that the condition can take
the value 1 on at most one string of every acceptable length
and it takes on the value 0 for any string not of an accept-
able length. An acceptable length is an integer in the range
of the tower function, which has the recursive definition:
tower(0)=2, tower(n+1)=2tower(n). That is, tower(n) is a
tower of 2’s with height n+1.
An sp-condition may have an infinite domain that is
restricted as follows. An iterated-polynomial sequence is a
sequence [ai]i # | of integers for which there exists a polyno-
mial p such that p(n)n2 for all n, a02, and ai+1= p(ai)
for all i. An sp-condition _ is a condition that is undefined
on some iterated-polynomial sequence, that is:
\.i # | 7
ai+& dom(_)=<
_ may be undefined elsewhere as well. In effect, an sp-condi-
tion allows an infinite amount of information to be placed
into the resulting oracle. This seems to be what is required
when, for example, creating an oracle relative to which the
Isomorphism Conjecture is true.
An oracle extends a condition if its characteristic function
extends it. For a given class of conditions, if an oracle A
extends at least one member of every dense, definable set of
conditions in that class, A is generic with respect to that class.
In this paper, we will use UP-generic and sp-generic oracles.
More information about conditions and generic oracles
can be found in [FFK96], [FFKL93] and [FR94].
3. RESULTS
In this section, we construct an oracle relative to which
the Isomorphism Conjecture is true and there are one-way
functions. The proof is in three parts.
We first name and define the following oracles:
1. D, an oracle relative to which one-way functions do
not exist;
2. G, a UPD-generic oracle, that is, it is UP-generic with
respect to D; when there is no oracle D, G is simply a
UP-generic;
3. A, an sp-generic oracle;
4. S, a sparse oracle.
We show in Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.5 that, relative
to DG, one-way functions exist but every paddable 1-li-
degree collapses. We then show in Theorem 3.9 that, relative
to AS, the m-degree of SAT collapses to a 1-li-degree.
Combining these yields the main theorem:
Theorem 3.1. There is an oracle relative to which the
Isomorphism Conjecture holds but there are one-way
functions.
Proof. Let C=AG, where A is an sp-generic oracle
and G is a UPA-generic oracle. G is sparse so, by
Theorem 3.9, the m-degree of SATC collapses to a 1-li-
degree. Fenner, Fortnow, and Kurtz [FFK96] showed that
PA=UPA so, by Corollary 3.5, PC{UPC and, relative
to C, every paddable 1-li-degree collapses. Because the
m-degree of SATC is a 1-li-degree and SATC is paddable, the
m-degree of SATC collapses. K
3.1. Every Paddable 1-li-Degree Collapses and P{UP
We begin by showing what happens without oracle D,
that is, what happens relative to a UP-generic oracle. Then
we show that everything still works when D is present.
Lemma 3.2. PG{UPG.
Proof. Let LX be the relativized language [0n : (_y)
| y|=n 6 y # X]. Clearly, there is a nondeterministic
machine N such that LG=L(N G) and witnessing that LG is
in UPG. We will show that it is not in PG.
Let [Mi]i # | be an enumeration of all deterministic and
polynomial-time bounded oracle Turing machines. Let Ri
be the requirement:
Ri : L(M Xi ){L(N
X )
Showing that G satisfies every requirement Ri guarantees
that PG{UPG. To do so, we need only show that the set of
UP-conditions satisfying any Ri is dense. Fix a UP-condi-
tion { and a requirement Ri . We will extend { to a condition
_ relative to which Ri is true. Let pi be a polynomial
bounding the running time of Mi . Let n be an acceptable
length on which { is not defined and such that pi (n)<2n.
Run the computation of M {i (0
n). Note that the computation
of M {i (0
n) cannot query every string of length n nor can it
query any string of an acceptable length greater than n. If
the computation accepts, let _(x)=0 for every x whose
length is less than or equal to n and that is not already in the
domain of {. This guarantees that 0n is not in L_. If the com-
putation rejects, choose some y of length n that was not
queried. Let _( y)=1 and let _(x)=0 for all other x of
length less than or equal to n and not already in {’s domain.
This places 0n into L_. So we have that for any G extending
_, M Gi (0
n) accepts iff 0n  LG. K
How do the one-way functions G creates affect the
collapse of the 1-li-degree of SAT? By [KLD86], they are
sufficient to prevent the collapse of some 1-li-degree. As
the following shows, they cannot prevent the collapse of
paddable 1-li-degrees.
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Theorem 3.3. Assume that P=UP. Then relative to G,
there are one-way functions but every paddable 1-li-degree
collapses to an isomorphism type.
Proof. We know from Lemma 3.2 that one-way func-
tions exist relative to G.
Fix a language L that is paddable relative to G. We will
assume that L has two padding functions, pL, 0 and pL, 1 ,
with disjoint ranges. (Given a padding function pL for L, let
pL, i (x, y)= pL(x, yi).) Fix a language T that is 1-li-equiv-
alent to L relative to G and let f # FPG 1-li-reduce L to T.
Let g # FPG 1-li-reduce T to L. Because L is paddable, we
may assume that g is invertible.
We use f, g, and the padding functions of L to build a
padding function pT for T. The algorithm for computing pT
is presented in Fig. 1. In it, u and q are the inputs. Informally
speaking, the difficult part is that f may be one-way and so
there may be an infinite number of strings in its range where
it is not possible to invert f in polynomial time. Which
strings are they and how can we avoid them?
Recall that there is at most one string at every length in
G and that there are exponential gaps between strings in G.
So, for every input string x, at most one string in G would
be difficult for a deterministic computation to find. Shorter
strings in G can be found simply by enumeration and longer
strings cannot be queried in polynomial time. This string, if
it exists, is called the key.
We will argue below that f is hard to invert only on a
string y in the range of f for which the computation of f
found the key when it output y. We avoid these strings by
having the computation of pT either find a string in its range
for which the computation of f does not find the key or by
finding a string in the range of f from which a deterministic
FIG. 1. Algorithm for computing pT .
computation can easily find the key. Referring to Fig. 2
while working through the algorithm will make it easier to
follow this strategy.
Now we show that pT is indeed a padding function.
Claim 1. pT is a polynomial time reduction from T_7*
to T.
Proof of Claim. All of the functions computed by the
algorithm for pT are polynomial-time computable. The
algorithm computes pL, 0 , pL, 1 , and g a constant number of
times on inputs whose sizes are polynomially related to the
sizes of the inputs u and q. The algorithm computes f at
most l times, which is polynomially related to the size of u
and q. Thus, pT is in FPG.
Because pT is the composition of reductions and padding
functions, x # T  pT(x, y) # T, for all x and y.
Claim 2. pT is 1-li.
Proof of Claim. The cases in the algorithm are disjoint
and exhaustive so every pair of inputs falls into exactly one
case. On all pairs of inputs u and q that fall into Case 1a or
Case 2, pT (u, q) is f b pL, 0(g(u), q), which is clearly 1-li. On
all pairs of inputs that fall into Case 1b, pT (u, q) is
f b pL, 1(g b f b pL, 0(g(u), q), c$), which is also clearly 1-li.
Because the ranges of pL, 0 and pL, 1 are disjoint, the range
of pT on elements in Cases 1a and 2 is disjoint from the
range of pT on elements in Case 1b. K
FIG. 2. The chains used to built pT in Theorem 3.3.
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Claim 3. pT is invertible.
Proof of Claim. We will first establish that it is possible in
certain circumstances to invert f in polynomial time. Let Mf
be a machine computing f. Because G is UP-generic and
without G there are no one-way functions, the polynomial-
time invertibility of Mf (x) is affected by at most one string in
G. All other strings in G are either exponentially shorter, and
so can be enumerated by a machine trying to invert Mf (x), or
exponentially longer, and so cannot be queried by Mf (x). In
the algorithm, we called this string the key. Let Z be the set
of outputs of Mf for which it does not query the key.
There is a function f in FPG such that f (z)= f &1(z) for
each z # Z. If this were not true, we would be able to con-
struct a machine that could compute a one-way function
without querying G. This would contradict the assumption
that, without G, there are no one-way functions.
Let y be an output of Mf that is not in Z. We can build
a machine M that, given y and the key found by the com-
putation of f (x), can determine x in polynomial time. It
does so by first enumerating the shorter strings in the oracle.
Let _ denote the set containing those shorter strings and the
key. To invert f (x), we ask the question ‘‘Relative to _, what
is the inverse of f (x) ?’’ Formally, the language defined
by this question is K=[ y : (_x) |x|<| y| 6 f _(x)= y].
Because _ can be constructed in polynomial time and
because f is one-to-one and length-increasing, K is in
unrelativized UP which, by assumption, is equal to P. So M
is a deterministic polynomial-time machine relative to G
and the function computed by it is in FPG.
The conclusions here are that for all z # Z we can compute
the inverse in polynomial time and that for all other strings
in the range of f, we can compute the inverse in polynomial
time if we know the key.
The algorithm for inverting pT is presented in Fig. 3. In it,
w is the string in the range of pT whose inverse is being
computed.
With the exception of f &1, all of the functions computed
by the algorithm are in FPG. But the cases where we wish to
compute f &1(z) arise only when z # Z or when we know the
key. By the arguments above, both of these computations
can be done in polynomial time. K
Because L and T both have padding functions and are in
the same 1-li-degree, they are isomorphic [BH76].
For the first time, we now have:
Corollary 3.4. There is an oracle relative to which
there are one-way functions but the JosephYoung Conjecture
fails.
Because the proof of Theorem 3.3 relativizes, we have:
Corollary 3.5. For every oracle D and UPD-generic
oracle G, if PD=UPD then, relative to DG, every
paddable 1-li-degree collapses.
Fig. 3. Algorithm for inverting pT .
This corollary and the fact that PG{UPG have some
interesting implications and we will digress briefly to
investigate them.
In [KLD86], Ko, Long, and Du show that if one-way
functions exist then there is a 1-li-degree that does not
collapse. Theorem 3.3 implies that there is no relativizable
way to extend their technique (which relativizes) to show
that the noncollapsing degree is paddable.
We also have:
Corollary 3.6. There is an oracle relative to which the
complete m-degree of EXP collapses and there are one-way
functions. K
Proof. Berman [Ber77] showed that the m-degree of
EXP collapses absolutely to a paddable 1-li-degree. Let
C=HG, where H is an oracle making P=PSPACE and
G is a UP-generic oracle. Then the complete 1-li-degree of
EXPC collapses but there are still one-way functions.
With this corollary, we now have relativizations realizing
all three possible states of affairs between the IC for EXP
and the existence of one-way functions. There are only three
states because the m-degree of EXP is a 1-li-degree so there
cannot be an oracle relative to which there are no one-way
functions but the IC fails for EXP.
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If we strengthen the assumption of Theorem 3.3, we can
collapse paddable 1-degrees.
Corollary 3.7. Assume that P=PSPACE. Then
relative to a UP-generic oracle G, there are one-way functions
but every paddable 1-degree collapses to an isomorphism type.
Proof. Relative to G, one-way functions exist. Let L and
T be languages such that L is paddable by pL and let f and
g be polynomial-time functions such that f 1-reduces L to T
and g 1-reduces T to L relative to G. Because L is paddable,
we may assume that g is 1-li-invertible.
To see that L is 1-li-reducible to T, fix a string x. Let y0
be the least y such that | f ( p(x, y0))|>|x|. Such a y0 must
exist and be lexicographically less than or equal to 1|x|+1
because there are at most 2|x|+1&1 strings of length |x| or
less and f is one-to-one. This procedure is in unrelativized
PSPACE and so, by the assumption, can be done in polyno-
mial time.
Now we can apply Theorem 3.3 to collapse these 1-li-
degrees in the presence of one-way functions. K
This leads immediately to the following.
Corollary 3.8. There is an oracle relative to which the
complete m-degrees of RE and NEXP collapse and there are
one-way functions.
Proof. Dowd [Dow] showed that the complete
m-degree of RE collapses absolutely to a 1-degree and
Ganesan and Homer [GH92] showed the same for NEXP.
As these proofs relativize, applying Corollary 3.7 yields the
results.
3.2. The m-Degree of SAT Is a 1-li-Degree
Here we show that the m-degree of SATC collapses to a
1-li-degree, where C=AS, A is any sp-generic oracle,
and S is any sparse oracle. We do this by performing some
straightforward modifications to the proof in the paper by
Fenner, Fortnow, and Kurtz [FFK96] that, relative to any
sp-generic A, the m-degree of SATA collapses to a 1-li-
degree. They also show that there are no one-way functions
relative to A so the 1-li-degree collapses to an isomorphism
type.
In fact, they show that PA=FewPA. Their proofs rely on
this to get the m-degree to collapse to a 1-li-degree. As we
want one-way functions, we cannot rely on this assump-
tionand our proof shows that it is not needed.
Theorem 3.9. Let A be an sp-generic oracle and S any
sparse oracle. Let C=AS. Then the m-degree of SATC
collapses to a 1-li-degree.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we will need to apply the
following lemma twice. Its proof appears in Section 3.3
below.
Lemma 3.10. Let A be an sp-generic oracle and S any
sparse oracle. Let C=AS. If f is a function in FPC and M
a machine such that L(MC) # NPC and f m-reduces SATC to
L(MC), then there exists a function g # FpC such that:
1. g m-reduces SATC to L(MC);
2. g is length-increasing;
3. g has the property that, if .0 and .1 are distinct
positive instances of SATC and gC(.0)= gC(.1)=q, then:
(a) &[ : f C()=q]&>1;
(b) q # L(MC);
(c) gC(.0) queries at least one string of the form
(.1 , w, y, 1) or of the form (.1 , w, y, 2) in A. (The angle
brackets denote a polynomial-time pairing function defined in
Section 3.3.)
Let f be a function in FPC and M a machine in NPC such
that f m-reduces SATC to L(MC). Apply Lemma 3.10 to get
a g with the properties listed there. Let
U=[. : (_) {. 6 gC)=gC(.)]
Claim. U # PC.
Proof of Claim. Fix a formula .. Compute gC(.) and
record the output q and the list of all {. such that
the computation of gC(.) makes a query of the form
(, w, y, 1) or (, w, y, 2). Next, run the computation of
gC on each of these . If any of these computations yields q
then . # U. If none of them yield q then, by item 3c of
lemma 3.10, there is no {. such that gC()=q which
means that .  U. This procedure is polynomial-time
relative to C. K
Fix %, a true formula in SATC. Let f be the function
defined by the computation:
f C(.)={g
C(%)
gC(.)
if . # U
otherwise
By the definition of g and by the previous claim, f is in FPC
and is a reduction from SATC to L(MC).
Apply Lemma 3.10 to f to get g^. By the definition of f and
the properties of g^, the only element of L(MC) on which g^
is not one-to-one is gC(%)=q. Because g^ is length-incre-
asing, all of the strings that map to q are shorter than it. Let
p be a padding function for SATC. Let gC(.)= g^C( p(., q)).
This has the effect of mapping every element into a region
on which g^ is one-to-one. One can then see that g is a 1-li
reduction from SATC to L(M C). K
As noted above, there are no one-way functions relative
to A so if S is an oracle relative to which there are no one-
way functions the m-degree of SATC collapses, yielding a
different proof than the one given in [FFK96].
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3.3. Proof of Lemma 3.10
Fix an m-reduction f and a nondeterministic machine M,
both running in time ni, such that f m-reduces SATC to
L(MC). As in [FFK96], we show in the following lemma
that there is a function g # FPC that is (i) a length-increasing
m-reduction of SATC to L(MC), (ii) polynomial-to-one on
strings in SATC, and (iii) one-to-one on strings in
7*&SATC.
To understand this lemma and its proof, we must refer to
a number of notions and objects defined in [FFK96] and
which we review briefly here.
1. Recall from Section 2 that every sp-condition _ has
an associated iterated polynomial sequence [ai]i # | giving
lengths at which _ is not defined. When we extend it in
the following proofs to another sp-condition {, we derive
two iterated polynomial subsequences from _ : [bi]i # | and
[di]i # | . In creating {, we only perform coding on the
strings whose lengths fall into the di sequence. Strings whose
lengths fall into the bi sequence are left undefined so as to
make { an sp-condition.
2. Whenever we say we are ‘‘querying x # A,’’ we
actually mean we are querying x0 # C because C=AS.
3. We will use angle brackets (( } , } ) ) to denote a pair-
ing function that is polynomial-time computable, polyno-
mial-time invertible, and whose range is the set of strings
of length dj for some j. We will use the notation (x, y, z)
to denote ((x, y) , z) and (w, z, y, z) to denote
(((w, x) , y) , z).
4. Let fC(h(., w)) be the function computed as follows:
Simulate the computation of f C(h(., w)) (the function h is
defined below). Whenever the computation of f C(h(., w))
would query a string of the form (.$, w$, z, 1) in A, the
computation for fC will instead query (.$, w$, z, 2) in A.
5. We will call the computation of fC(h(., w)) good
when, for all z, if it queries (., w, z, 2) then (., w, z, 2)
 A. Note that whether the computation of fC(h(., w)) is
good does not depend on whether any string of the form
(.$, w$, z, 1) is in A.
6. For each formula . and string w, define the functions
h, r, and s as follows. Note that the quantifiers in the defini-
tions denote bounded quantification over strings of length
less than or equal to |.| i. Also note that the formulae that
appear in the right-hand sides are instances of SATC whose
sizes are bounded by a polynomial in the size of . when .
is an instance of SATC and |w||.| i.
(a) h(., w)=(. 6 _y(., w, y, 1) # A) 6 _y(.,
y, 0) # A;
(b) r(.)=_w(_y(., w, y, 1) # A 6 fC(h(., w)) is
good);
(c) s(.)=(. 6 r(.)) 6_y(., y, 0) # A.
All three of these functions can be computed in polynomial
time without querying the oracle.
Lemma 3.10. Let A be an sp-generic oracle and S any
sparse oracle. Let C=AS. If f is a function in FPC and M
a machine such that L(MC) # NPC and f m-reduces SATC to
L(MC), then there exists a function g # FPC such that:
1. g m-reduces SATC to L(MC);
2. g is length-increasing;
3. g has the property that if .0 and .1 are distinct positive
instances of SATC and gC(.0)= gC(.1)=q, then:
(a) &[ : f C()=q]&>1;
(b) q # L(MC);
(c) gC(.0) queries at least one string of the form
(.1 , w, y, 1) or of the form (.1 , w, y, 2) in A.
Proof. (Most of this proof is taken from [FFK96]). We
will first show that items 1 through 3 hold relative to A, and
then we will argue that adding the sparse oracle does not
change anything.
Let the computation of gA(.) be defined by the following
algorithm:
1. Simulate the computation of f A(s(.)) and let W be
the set of w such that the computation queried a string of the
form (., w, y, 1).
2. If for some w # W, the computation of fA(h(., w)) is
good then output the value of fA(h(., w)) for the first
such w.
3. Otherwise output the value of f A(s(.)).
Let R be the requirement ‘‘If f m-reduces SATX to L(MX)
then the g defined by the above algorithm has the properties
listed in the lemma.’’ This requirement is 6 11-definable. Our
task is to show that the set of sp-conditions that satisfy R is
dense; that is, given any sp-condition _, we can extend it to
an sp-condition { that satisfies R and so every sp-generic
oracle A satisfies R.
If there is some way to extend _ to a { such that the func-
tion computed by M {f is not a reduction from SAT
{ to
L(M{ ) then R is satisfied.
Assume for the rest of this discussion that no matter
which { extends _, M {f computes an m-reduction from SAT
{
to L(M{ ). We will now establish each of g’s properties. To
do so, we use the following variant of a technical lemma of
Fenner, Fortnow, and Kurtz ([FFK96], Lemma 5.3). The
difference between the two lemmas is that ours refers in its
first clause to relativizations to sparse oracles.
Lemma 3.11. There is a way to extend _ to some { so
that:
a. { satisfies the requirement ‘‘For every formula ., r(.)
is true relative to any sparse oracle.’’
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b. For every . and w there is exactly one y such that
{((., w, y, 1) )=1.
c. For every . and y, {((., y, 0) )=0.
d. For all ., y, and w, {((., w, y, 1) )={((., w, y, 2) ).
The proof of this lemma appears in Section 3.4. With this
lemma, we can now establish that g possesses the properties
listed above.
Item 1: g m-reduces SATA to L(MA). By the definition
of g and the fact that M {f computes a reduction, g is a reduc-
tion.
In proving the other items, we show that if the desired
property of g does not hold then there is an sp-generic
oracle B extending _ such that M Bf does not compute a
reduction, contradicting the fact that _ forces f to be a
reduction.
Item 2: g is length-increasing. Suppose that it is not and
that there is a . such that | gA(.)||.|. Let q= gA(.).
MA(q) cannot look at any string of the form (., y, 0) ,
(., w, y, 1) or (., w, y, 2) because they are too long.
We have two cases each with two subcases:
1. q=fA(h(., w)) output by the algorithm for gA(.)
in step (2):
(a) MA(q) rejects: There must be some y such that
the computation of f A(h(., w)) did not query (., y, 0).
Fix such a y and set B=A _ [(., y, 0)]. Then, since
MA(q) rejects, so must M B(q). But, by the definition of
h, h(., w) is a positive instance of SATB. Hence, we have an
oracle B that extends _ but f B is not a reduction.
(b) MA(q) accepts: By the definition of the func-
tions gA and fA and by parts (c) and (d) of Lemma 3.11 we
know that the computation of f A(h(., w)) queries a string
of the form (., w, z, 1) only if (., w, z, 1)  A. Let B be A
with all strings of the form (., w, z, 1) removed. Since
MA(q) accepts, MB(q) accepts. But, by the definition of
h, h(., w) is a negative instance of SATB. Hence, we have an
oracle B extending _ but f B is not a reduction.
2. q= f A(s(.)) output by the algorithm for gA(.) in
step (3):
(a) MA(q) rejects: There must be some y such that
f A(s(.)) did not query (., y, 0). Fix such a y and set
B=A _ [(., y, 0)]. Since MA(q) rejects, MB(q) rejects.
But, by the definition of s, s(.) is a positive instance of
SATB. So we have an oracle B that extends _ but f B is not
a reduction.
(b) MA(q) accepts: Let W be the set defined in step
(1) of the algorithm that computes g. Let B equal A minus
all strings of the form (., w, z, 1) for w  W. Note that B
extends _. If r(.) is false relative to B then f B is no longer
a reduction since f B(s(.))= f A(s(.))=q, s(.) is false
relative to B, and q # L(MB).
Suppose r(.) is true relative to B. By the definition of r(.)
we know that for some w # W, fB(h(., w)) is good. Note
that the computation of fB(h(., w)) is identical to the com-
putation of fA(h(., w)). Since fB(h(., w)) is good then
fA(h(., w)) also is good, and so the algorithm for gA would
have output fA(h(., w)) in step (2) and not the value f (s(.))
in step (3).
Thus g is length-increasing.
For items 3a, 3b, add 3c, .0 and .1 will denote distinct
positive instances of SATC with gC(.0)= gC(.1)=q.
Item 3a: &[ : f A()=q]&>1. Suppose for some A
extending _ and some q, &[ : gA()=q)]&>1. Then by
the definition of gA and the fact that h and s are both one-to-
one with rng(h) & rng(s)=<, &[ : f A()=q]&>1.
Item 3b: q # L(MA). Suppose q  L(MA). We can
assume without loss of generality that |.0 ||.1 |<|q|.
There must be some y such that neither gA(.0) nor gA(.1)
queries (.1 , y, 0). Let B=A _ [(.1 , y, 0)]. Then
gB(.0)= gB(.1)=q.
By the algorithm used to compute g, there are distinct
formulae 0 and 1 such that:
v g(.0)= f (0)=q;
v g(.1)= f (1)=q;
v 0 is a disjunction whose lefthand subformula is false
and whose righthand subformula has the form _y(.0 ,
y, 0) # B;
v 1 is a disjunction whose lefthand subformula is false
and whose righthand subformula has the form _y(.1 ,
y, 0) # B.
Because the oracle B has a string of the form (.1 , y, 0)
and no string of the form (.0 , y, 0) and because
q  L(MA), 0 is false and 1 is true. Once again, we have an
oracle B that extends _ but f B is not a reduction.
Item 3c: gA(.0) queries at least one string of the form
(.1 , w, y, 1) or (.1 , w, y, 2) . Assume that gA(.0) queries
no string of the form (.1 , w1 , y1 , 1) or of the form
(.1 , w1 , y1 , 2) .
1. gA(.0)=fA(h(.0 , w0))=q= gA(.1)=fA(h(.1 ,
w1)): Find a y such that neither gA(.0) nor gA(.1) queries
(.0 , y, 0). Let B be the oracle formed by adding the string
(.0 , y, 0) and removing all strings of the form (.1 , w1 ,
y1 , 1). Clearly B extends _.
We know that q=fA(h(.0 , w0)). By assumption, gA(.0)
does not query any of the strings that have been removed
so fA(h(.0 , w0)) does not either. Thus, fA(h(.0 , w0))=
fB(h(.0 , w0)).
As gA(.0) does not query any string of the form
(.1 , w, y, 2) , neither does fB(h(.0 , w0)). So f B(h(.0 , w0))
does not query any string of the form (.1 , w, y, 1) . Thus,
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fB(h(.0 , w0))= f B(h(.0 , w0)), so f B(h(.0 , w0))=q and
h(.0 , w0) is true relative to B.
We also know that q=fA(h(.1 , w1)). By the definition of
A, g, and f, fA(h(.1 , w1)) is good so fB(h(.1 , w1))=q. Thus
f B(h(.1 , w1))=q and h(.1 , w1) is false relative to B.
But now we have B, an oracle extending _, relative to
which f is not a reduction, a contradiction.
2. gA(.0)=fA(h(.0 , w0))=q= gA(.1)= f A(s(.1)):
Find a y such that neither gA(.0) nor gA(.1) queries
(.0 , y, 0). Let W be the set computed in step 1 of the com-
putation for gA(.1). Let B be the oracle formed by adding
(.0 , y, 0) and removing all strings of the form (.1 , w1 ,
y1 , 1), such that w1  W.
Using the same argument as above, we get that
f B(h(.0 , w0))=q and h(.0 , w0) is true relative to B.
We know that f A(s(.1))=q. Assume that r(.1) (and so
s(.1)) is false relative to B. Because f A(s(.1)) does not
query any string of the form (.1 , w1 , y1 , 1) for w1  W,
f A(s(.1))= f B(s(.1)). So we have that f B(s(.1))=q and
s(.1) is false relative to B.
Assume that r(.) is true relative to B. Then, for some
w # S, the computation of fB(h(.1 , w)) is good. But then,
because we did not remove any strings of the form (.1 , w$,
y, 2) to create B, fA(h(.1 , w)) is also good. But this con-
tradicts the assumption that gA(.1)= f A(s(.1)).
We either get a contradiction about g’s behavior or, as
above, we find a way of extending _ that forces f not to be
reduction, also a contradiction.
3. gA(.0)= f A(s(.0))=q= gA(.1)=fA(h(.1 , w1)).
4. gA(.0)= f A(s(.0))=q= gA(.1)= f A(s(.1)).
These last two cases are handled similarly to the previous
two.
This proof is still valid in the presence of any sparse oracle
S because Lemma 3.11 is true (in particular, r(.) is true) no
matter what sparse oracle is joined to A.
3.4. Proof of Lemma 3.11
Here we present the proof of the technical Lemma 3.11 on
which Lemma 3.10 relies. The proof uses Kolmogorov com-
plexity relative to an oracle and is adapted from the proof
of Lemma 5.3 in [FFK96]. One should read their paper to
get the background necessary to understand this proof com-
pletely. An excellent treatment of Kolmogorov complexity
can be found in the book by Li and Vitanyi [LV83].
Lemma 3.11. There is a way to set { on the strings of
length (dj) j # | such that
a. { satisfies the requirement ‘‘For every formula ., r(.)
is true relative to any sparse oracle.’’
b. For every . and w there is exactly one y such that
{((., w, y, 1) )=1.
c. For every . and y, {((., y, 0) )=0.
d. For all ., y, and w, {((., w, y, 1) )={((., w, y, 2) ).
Proof. We wish to extend an sp-condition _ to an sp-
condition { that makes the four conclusions of the lemma
true. Recall from the discussion above that this involves
defining { only on strings in the iterated polynomial
sequence [dj]j # | .
This lemma is used to prove Lemma 3.10 which, in turn,
proves that for every reduction f, there is a comparable
reduction g with various desired properties. We choose
some i # | such that for all x, f (x) runs in time at most
|x| i+i. We arrange it so that, for all j, dj+1>d 9i
2
j . This will
allow us, when considering a particular propositional for-
mula ., to worry only about what happens at length
dj because strings of length dj+1 cannot affect the com-
putations f (.), f (h(., w)), or f (s(.)).
Choose a j2 and so fix dj . We will demonstrate how to
define the oracle at that length.
Let l be the least integer such that dj&14li and u the
greatest integer such that dj>4ui. The values l and u bound
the length of formulae . such that (., y, 0), (., w, y, 1) ,
and (., w, y, 2) all have length dj . For the rest of this
proof, . will range only over formulae of length between l
and u. Let z$ be the sum of the lengths of all formulae over
which . ranges.
Let z=wdj 4x. Let w and y range only over strings of
length exactly z.
Let m=z2zz$. Let x be string of length m so that
K_ (x)m that is, x is a string that is Kolmogorov random
with respect to _ .
Think of x as being composed of z$ blocks, that is, one
block for every formula .. Denote that block by x. . Think
of each block as being composed of 2z fields, that is, one
field for every string w and denote that field by x., w . Each
field has length z.
Now, for every . and w, set {((., w, x., w , 1) )=
{((., w, x., w , 2) )=1 and set { on all other strings of
length dj to 0. Setting { this way certainly satisfies conditions
(b), (c), and (d). We must now show that this also satisfies
condition (a). Let A be an sp-generic extending {, let S be a
sparse oracle, and let C=AS.
Assume that we have not satisfied condition (a) and fix a
.0 for which r(.0) is not true. In other words, the statement
\w(\y(.0 , w, y, 1)  A6 f C(h(.0 , w)) is not good)
is true.
By the way we set { (and so A) we know that the left dis-
junct is false so it must be that, for each w, f C(h(.0 , w)) is
not goodthat is, the computation queries some string of
the form (.0 , w, y, 2) and that string is in A. By the way we
set {, y must be equal to x.0, w . We will now show that, if
this is true, there is a way to describe x with a string : that
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is much shorter than the length of x, contradicting the fact
that x is Kolmogorov random.
Let : initially be the empty string. We will append to it
four pieces, each consisting of a string ; of bits preceded by
a string l; representing the length of ;. As usual, the length
of l; will be log |;|.
Let x$ be x with the block x.0 removed. The length of x$
is m&z2z. Append to a the length of x$ followed by x$. The
length of the block x.0 is z2
z. Our task is now to show that
this block can be represented with a substantially shorter
string .
By the definition of h, h(.0 , w) has length O(d 2j ), and so
f C(h(.0 , w)) has running time at most O(d 2ij ). Thus
f C(h(.0 , w)) can only depend on the strings in A$=A<bj+1
and S$=S <bj+1. Let C$=A$S$. Running f on h(.0 , w)
for every w and with C$ as an oracle will allow us to
rebuild x.0 .
A$ is best understood as a bit string representing a charac-
teristic function on strings of length less than bj+1. We can
divide A$ into four sections:
1. A$1 : the section indicating which strings of length less
than or equal to bj are in A, in other words, the string Abj;
2. A$2 : the section indicating which strings of length
greater than bj but less than dj are in A; this is part of _ ;
3. A$3 : the section indicating which strings of length
exactly dj are in A;
4. A$4 : the section indicating which strings of length
greater than dj but less than bj+1 are in A; this is also part
of _ .
Append to a the length of A$1 followed by A$1 .
A$2 and A$4 are part of _ . Because x is Kolmogorov ran-
dom with respect to _ , these sections are automatically
available to us in trying to reconstruct x and so do not need
to be included in :.
S$ can be represented as a list of bj+1 blocks, where each
block contains an explicit listing of the strings at a par-
ticular length. Because S is sparse, there is a polynomial
p(n)=nk bounding the number of strings at each length so
each block will contain at most bkj+1 strings, each of length
at most bj+1 , and preceded by a count that contains at most
log bkj+1=k log bj+1 bits.
The task is now down to showing how to reconstruct A$3 ,
which is the characteristic function of strings in A of length
dj . By assumption, for all of the strings of that length in the
oracle, there is some w such that f C(h(.0 , w)) queries it.
Run the computation of f C$(h(.0 , 0z)) and number its
queries to A$. Record in a list the numbers of those queries
that first found a string (.0 , w$, y, 2) in A$. It is important
that, for every w$ and y, we record only the number of the
first query to each string having that form. Append to v that
list preceded by its length.
Now run the computation of f C$(h(.0 , 0z&11)) and
number its queries to A$. Record in a list the numbers of
those queries that first found a string (.0 , w$, y, 2) in A$
and such that the computation of f C$(h(.0 , 0z)) did not find
that string. Append to v that list preceded by its length.
In general, run through every value of w in lexicographic
order from 0z to 1z, doing the same for every computation
f C$(h(.0 , w)), that is, recording in a list the first time strings
of the form (.0 , w$, y, 2) are queried only if they were not
queried by a computation f C$(h(.0 , w")), where w" is
lexicographically less than w. Each time, append this list to v.
How long is v? The running time of f C$(h(.0 , w)) is
bounded by |h(.0 , w)| i so the bit-size of the number of a
query is log |h(.0 , w)| i=O(log z). A$ contains 2z strings of
the form (.0 , w$, y, 2) , each one represented by exactly
one query number in v. We must also add the bit-sizes
of the lengths that precede these lists, which is O(log z).
Altogether, this yields a length of O(2z log z) for v.
Add to : the length of v followed by v. Finally, add to :
the length of .0 followed by .0 .
Because of the way v was constructed, we can use it, A$1 , _
and the procedure just described to reconstruct A$. Using
A$, S$, and f we can reconstruct x.0 . Using x$ and x.0 , we
can reconstruct x.
So x can be reconstructed from a string containing : and
some constant number of bits to encode the algorithms
needed to put things together.
How long is :? It contains the following:
1. the length of x$ : log(m&z2z)<log(m)<dj=O(z)
bits;
2. x$ : m&z2z bits;
3. the length of A$1 : log 2bj+1=bj+1<dj=O(z) bits;
4. A$1 : 2bj+1 bits;
5. the length of S$ : O(log z) bits;
6. S$: at most kbj+1 log bj+1+bk+2j+1 =O(z
k$ log z) bits,
for some constant k$;
7. the length of v : log(2z log dj)=z+log log dj=O(z)
bits;
8. v : 2z log dj bits;
9. the length of .0 : no more than log z bits;
10. .0 : no more than z bits.
This gives a total length of no more than
cz+c log z+(m&z2z)+2bj+1+2z log dj+czk$
bits, for some constant c. Rewriting this as an inequality, we
have
cz+c log z+2bj+1+2z log dj+czk$<z2z.
But there is certainly a j0 such that, for all j j0 , this is true.
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So : cannot exist, refuting the assumption that r(.0) was
false. K
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
The one-way functions considered here are extremely
weak. The ones considered in [KMR89], scrambling and
annihilating functions, are extremely powerful. The gap
between them seems enormous. A natural question is: How
much power must one-way functions possess to make the IC
fail?
Here we have all paddable 1-li-degrees collapsing. Is it the
case that if the 1-li-degree of SAT collapses then all of the
paddable 1-li-degrees collapse? Also, if the Isomorphism
Conjecture holds for NP, must it also hold for EXP?
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